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Abstract. In order to improve the garment design and the character image matching effect, this 
paper puts forward a kind of garment character image design method based on new point cloud data, 
the sampling point cloud data is obtained by using the method of 3D character dense. According to 
the garment characters of data preprocessing and model reconstruction design, the discrete point 
cloud data is obtained by the 3D scanner as input and taking the object reconstruction model is as 
output, to construct the expression problem of 3D garment modeling obtained by measuring 
characters image point cloud. Finally, the 3D image of the clothing collocation characters are 
designed by CAD software simulation, the use of scanning point cloud character image designs two 
style different garment modeling, we found by contrast that second kinds of garment design is more 
freely with the character image, which is a very good garment sculpt design method.  

Introduction  
With the advent of the 3D scanning technology and the continuous development of mature, point 
cloud has become one of the main expression means of 3D model [1,2]. Point cloud model has the 
advantages of easy data acquisition and simple data structure, so it has a unique advantage to show 
the model with rich geometric details, such as apparel modeling and irregularly shaped objects [3]. 
By using the method of 3D scanning technology, this paper uses point cloud data collection to 
extract feature of clothing images, including initialization drawing of character, model import, 
model edge classification, contour line extraction and rendering as shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig.1: Schematic diagram of character image extraction implementation framework 

As shown in Figure 1, in the acquisition and reconstruction of point cloud data, contour line is an 
important part of art style, and is a more natural way to represent the objects [4,5]. This paper uses 
3D scanning technology and point cloud data acquisition method in the clothing contour line 
drawing and modeling design, which improves the matching ratio of garment design and the 
character image, which is a very good computer fashion design method. 
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Design of Clothing Character Contour Line Extraction Algorithm based on Point Cloud 
Model  
The definition of point cloud model contour points is similar to the definition of smooth surface 
contour points, and the contour points of point cloud model contour line is composed of point cloud 
model which is a collection of a series of points, these points generally meet the following 
conditions. 

0)( =−× Cxn ii .                                                                               (1) 
Among them, ix is a point cloud model; in  is the normal vector of point ix  on point cloud model; 

C  is the line of sight center, namely the position of the scanner; )( Cxi − shows the line of sight 
vector, its model representation is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig.2: Schematic diagram of the contour points definition in point cloud model 

As shown in Figure 2, it is the schematic diagram of the contour points definition in point cloud 
model, in which meeting point normal vector and sight line vector dot point product is zero, it is 
defined as the contour points on point cloud models, and these points can reconstruct three 
dimensional character image models. 
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Wherein, s shows the projection area, β shows the scan angle and the expressions are as follows: 
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In order to realize 3D garment structure characters, using the algorithm programming carries out 

the scanned image processing, in which part of algorithm procedure is as follows [6-8]: 
yf=abs(fft(y)); 
yf=yf(1:lg/2); 
plot(yx,yf); 
ycq=zeros(1,lg);  
for i=1:80:lg;  
ycq(i)=y(i);  
end  
3D(ycq,fs); 
figure(2); 
subplot(211); 
plot(ycq); 
title(' feature after extraction'); 
subplot(212); 
ycqf=abs(fft(ycq)); 
ycqf=ycqf(1:lg/2); 
...... 

The Feature Extraction of 3D Garment Character based on Point Cloud Data 
In order to verify the effectiveness and reliability of the mathematical model and algorithm for the 
garment character feature extraction designed in section second, this paper takes 3D garment 
character image design clothing as an example, the use of feature extraction algorithm extracts the 
3D model of the irregular garment character figures [9-11]. The extracted schematic is shown in 
Figure 3. 

 
Fig.3: The sketch map 3D image extraction 

With the help of simple parametric method, that is local base surface parameterization method to 
solve this problem [12]. The basic idea of the method is the first scattered point cloud projection to 
the local base surface, and then using the projection point in the local base surface parameterization 
instead of parametric point cloud. 
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Fig.4: 3D optical scanner 

As shown in Figure 4, it represents an optical scanner used in this thesis, 3D optical scanner has 
the advantages of fast speed, high precision, low cost, using simple, less land occupation, wide 
measuring range, small influenced by external environmental constraints, no damage on operator 
etc., its unique algorithm determines that it does not need to spray developer, it can directly measure 
black and dark objects, in which the output data file format is *.asc and *.dat, convenient users use 
CAD software to process the image. 

 
Fig.5: Clothing character image 3D design 

According to the obtained character image point cloud, this paper designs two different clothing 
forms as shown in Figure 5. According to the character image, shoulder modeling uses internal 
filling means from the space construction methods, making the external profile is broad and flat, 
and image is more personality. 
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Fig.6: Level section coincidence pattern 

As shown in Figure 6, it represents the horizontal section plane coincidence pattern after garment 
sculpt projection, it can be seen from the chart that skirt shape below waist uses many curve block 
surface and linear block surface, linear block surface and broken block surface etc., these does not 
match the formation of block surface line splicing, which shows irregular interior space form and 
has great random characteristics [13-15]. According to the character image, the clothing design is 
not only more freely, but also can design better image according to the characteristics of the time. 

 
Fig.7: Characters image matching accuracy 

Figure 7 shows the rate curve of garment design and character image matching, it can be seen 
from the chart that along with the increases of the number of 3D scanning acquisition point set, the 
characters image matching ratio has also increased, while the number of point set reaches more than 
700000, matching accuracy has reached more than 90%, it meets the design requirements. 

Summary 
(1) According to the definition of point cloud model contour points and smooth surface contour 
points, the use of different projection area and scanning angle designs the 3D characteristics 
extraction mathematical model of garment character image, and the model is optimized. 
(2) According to the figures point cloud obtained by scanner, this paper designs two different forms 
of clothing, and according to the horizontal plane section coincidence pattern on two sets of 
clothing to carry on evaluation, we can get the characters and clothing matching rate curve, which 
provides a new computer method for clothing design. 
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